Company profile

Creativity &
Technology
We professionally work in the creation and development of customer’s request through a personalize service which involves best practice, safety, legal standards and personalize attention and
teamwork. Consequently, we evaluate the olfactory needs of each one until reaching the desire
needs.Our experience and technology helps to round up our finish fragrances to better satisfy
our customers’ expectations.

Fragrances

Developing new sensations
is a spanish fragrance company specialized in the creation of high quality perfumes
coming from natural and synthetic raw materials. Our manufacturing involves fine and functional
fragrances. Our creative sensibility stays at the highest level when it comes to represent our customers’ needs. As a result, we develop fragrances with top performance and highest acceptance. Our
assortment includes a unique range of great fragrances according to all our customer needs such as:
Mukhallats & Al Oud or projects with higher levels of demands.
Thanks to our active dedication to analyze in depth the needed optimum ingredients, our company
supplies innovative quality fragrances to satisfy customer’s needs and expectations. In a short period
of time, we are able to deliver solid and efficient answers to your needs.
is a family business born as the result of a long tradition of perfumers. In the past
previous generations dealt with the extraction of raw materials such as thyme or rosemary.
Afterwards, these raw materials were passing through a delicate process and end up as finish products
such as: perfumes and soaps.
Today, it’s the third generation the one responsible for the development of new creations: reaching a
specialization in functional fragrances. Thanks to the knowledge of the first generation, that was
obtained and passed on, Class Fragrance develops quality products for a multicultural and progressive
world.

Fine fragrances
After years of research in our long path, we have come up with a wide range of fragrances to refresh and perfume the environment while encouraging us to feel better. Every
season of the year or every moment can be represented by a different fragrance which
evokes us our olfactory memories.
Customized fragrance
More and more, the feeling of peace and relaxation are becoming more accepted in
our society. Looking for a moment to stimulate our senses, these feelings tend to
bring us inner peace which is needed in everyone’s lives.
Occidental and Oriental Perfumes
Today, we carry a large variety of fragrances made from the selective work of professionals and the young talent. Fragrances which blends Occidental perfumery traditions
with Orientals to provide our clients with the best of the two worlds.

Your essence
At the same time everyone has different perceptions
from the same essences they also have different simulation from it. That’s the reason why we want to drive each
person to their desired perfume so it evokes their
personal and insight feelings.
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